These agencies, which represent the chemical interests of the country concerned (e.g., Comite National de la Chimie, under the aegis ofthe Academie des Sciences, France; British National Committee for Chemistry of the Royal Society, England; Division of Chemistry and Chemical Technology of the National Research Council, U.S.A.; The Academy of Seiences in Moscow, U.S.S.R.) are the adhering hoclies to I.U.P.A.C. At present there are 37 national adhering hoclies (see p. 9).
lnternationally, the importance of chemistry has long heen recognized and during the fifty years preceding the First World War there were many attempts at collahorative action. The Union, as we know it today, originated in London in November 1918, through the joint action of Sir Willia:m Pope, then President of the Society of Chemical lndustry, and Pau] Kestner, at that time President of the Societe de Chimie Industrielle.
It was formally constituted at a meeting in Rome in June 1920.
FUNCTION
The Union is essentially concerned with those aspects of chemistry, hoth pure and applied, about which international agreement or uniform practice is desi.ra hle. Examples are nomenclature, atomic weights, symhols and terminology, physicochemical constants, and certain methods of analysis and assa y. At the hiennial conferences of the Union reports on such suhjects are presented for discussion hy the appropriate Commissions dealing with them and, after approval, are puhlished.
Thus, the Union, through its Commissions, offers an international forum where outstanding specialists in many fields of interest can meet to exchange opinions and experiences with the ohject of reaching agreement:s which will promote the progress of chemistry throughout the world. The adoption of these agreements or recommendations is not mandatory for the adhering countries and remains voluntary. Nevertheless, the expert judgment which goes into them, and the care taken to consider all points of view has usually led to their general acceptance.
The Union also sponsors international congresses and symposia organized by its Sections The U::1ion is divided into six Sections, five of which are concerned with the five principal branches of fundamental chemistry, and the sixth with the general field of applied chemistry. The Sections are practically autonomous, except in respect of financial matters. They elect their own officer! and can, subject to the approval of the Bureau, form or dissolve Com1nissions. A Section may organize itself by Divisions, each of which may sponsor several Commissions. The only Section which thus far has made use of the divisional organization is that of Applied Chemistry. The titles of the Divisions (see p. 10) indicate the reason for this type of organization in the very broad field of applied chemistry.
The ultimate working units of the Union are the Commissions, and in a numb(~r of cases Sub-Commissions. Each Commission is associated with, and responsible to, a Section of the Union. Much of the work of the Corr..missions is conducted by correspondence, but it is obviously necessary, for effective collaboration, for Commissions to convene at intervals, preferably at least once in two years. To promote such n1eetings the Union grants a partial subsidy of travel expenses so far as its meagre funds allow.
Durine; the past few years I.U.P.A.C. activity was concentrated on the establishment of Nomenclature Rules and the compilation of data on atomic weights. 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
All thc~ officers of I.U.P.A.C. carry out their duties on an honorary basis and without cost to the Union. Administrative expenses are therefore small. The U nion's funds are derived from two sources, namely national contributions, and grants-in-aid from U.N.E.S.C.O., with which the Union i~: affiliated through the International Council of Scientific Unions (I.C.S. L.). National contributions are in three categories. At the 1953
Conference in Stockholm the national contributions were fixed as follows: mernber countries in Category A, $1,300; member countries in Category B, $800; member countries in Category C, $450. A revision of these contributior.s is now under discussion. The expanding programme of U.N.E.S.C.O. has meant that successtve budgets approved by General Conferences of U .N .E.S.C.O. have scarcely kept up with inftation, and grants to the International C~mncil of Scientific Unions are actually smaller than they were ten years ago. Since there are now 13 member Unions (two new ones were admitted in 1955) and an increasing amount of activity directly under the aegis of I.C.S.U., it is evident that contributions from U.N.E.S.C.O. (through I.C.S.U.) to the Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry do not cover more than a small fraction of total costs. Added income must be found if the Union and its Sections and Commissions are to do more effective work. 
